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The VAM Discretionary Funds provide you with a unique opportunity to 
access first-class discretionary fund management from Close Brothers 
Asset Management.

Close Brothers’ award-winning expertise is normally only available 
in the UK but is now available in other parts of the world due to 
the exclusive strategic partnership between VAM Funds and Close  
Brothers Group.

A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY





VAM FUNDS

VAM is a specialist investment business, regulated in Luxembourg, that uses its 
experience, expertise and flair to access some of the industry’s most talented 
global fund managers on behalf of its clients.

VAM’s business has been built on a continuing pursuit of fund management 
excellence, combined with a first-class service to its clients. It was founded on 
those principles in 2001 and has gone on to build strong relationships with some 
exceptional fund managers. This approach has, in turn, developed into a strong 
distribution base that spans Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa and South 
America.

The VAM investment model was conceived for private investors who are seeking 
above average performance from well-structured portfolios managed by talented 
and tested fund managers in specialist investment houses. It is designed to 
bring extraordinary talent and performance within the reach of discerning private 
investors. The majority of VAM’s clients include a large and growing international 
community of affluent investors. 

BREAKING THE INVESTMENT MOULD

VAM FUNDS



In recent years, VAM has also been serving larger institutional clients who are 
finding that access to quality fund managers, coupled with VAM’s accessible 
structure, is also relevant to them. It is not surprising that VAM’s identification 
of fund management talent and the returns that this is yielding are attracting a 
far wider audience.

STRONG INVESTOR PROTECTION

In today’s uncertain world, VAM believes that the security and protection of its 
clients’ assets are of paramount importance. 

VAM’s funds benefit from being ‘UCITS’ (Undertakings for Collective Investment 
in Transferable Securities), established and authorised under European Union 
law. Over the past 20 years, UCITS has become a global brand for regulated 
funds, providing a high level of investor protection through a liquid, transparent, 
diversified and robustly regulated investment product structure. 

VAM FUNDS
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VAM’s clients also benefit from VAM being domiciled in Luxembourg, recognised 
internationally as a highly regulated jurisdiction. Luxembourg has a strong culture of 
investor protection supported by a robust regulatory environment, rigorous anti-
money laundering policies, stability and the ability to achieve tax neutrality. 
These advantages have enabled Luxembourg to become the premier private 
banking centre in the Eurozone and the second largest fund centre in the world.





The investment world is increasingly complex. With thousands of funds to 
choose from and different types of investment, from bonds to commodities 
and real estate to private equity, the choice is daunting. Without expert help, it 
is very difficult to judge what might be right for you as an international investor.

What you really need is a wide spread of investments within a fund designed to 
meet your specific needs, which is reviewed regularly by your financial adviser 
to ensure it meets your objectives on an ongoing basis. This is the service your 
financial adviser can offer with the VAM Discretionary Funds.

DEFINED PROCESSES

SOPHISTICATED 

METHODS



What are the VAM Discretionary Funds?

VAM’s unique investment model has now been applied to discretionary fund 
management with a range of diversified multi-asset, risk-rated investment 
portfolios managed under a discretionary fund management agreement by 
Close Brothers Asset Management.

The VAM Discretionary Funds are a range of multi-manager funds which are 
best described as ‘best of breed’. Close Brothers Asset Management’s expertise 
in asset allocation is complemented by the use of other companies’ funds. All 
funds are selected on their own merit with no bias given to one particular 
manager over another. So, for investors wanting true diversification, investing 
in VAM Discretionary Funds can provide a diverse spread of assets managed 
by a basket of top performing managers.

Each of the VAM Discretionary Funds is designed to suit a specific risk 
profile and investment preference. By establishing your attitude to risk and 
understanding your financial goals, your financial adviser can match a specific 
VAM Discretionary Fund to your individual risk profile.

SOPHISTICATED 

METHODS
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Each Fund is designed to be the core holding in an investor’s portfolio. By 
investing in a VAM Discretionary Fund, you will have an investment diversified 
across different asset classes, geographic areas and sectors. By using Close 
Brothers Asset Management’s sophisticated asset allocation processes, it is 
likely to provide you with the most appropriate performance for the risk you are 
willing to take.

International access to Close Brothers Asset Management’s award-winning 
discretionary fund management expertise is available exclusively through VAM.





STRONG 

TRADITIONS
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About Close Brothers

Established in 1878, Close Brothers is a specialist financial services group that 
makes loans, trades securities and provides investment management solutions 
to a wide range of clients. Close Brothers Group plc is listed on the London 
Stock Exchange and is a member of the FTSE 250. 

Close Brothers Asset Management brings together the Group’s established 
asset management businesses and provides a full range of advice, investment 
management and self-directed services to private and corporate clients and 
professional advisers. It has specialised in managing client portfolios for over 
40 years, and its investment team is supported by more than 550 staff working 
from nine offices. In 2008, 2009 and 2010, it won the ‘What Investment’ award 
for best discretionary wealth manager and, more recently, the ‘Client Service 
Quality Award - High Net Worth, Quality & Clarity of Reporting’ category at the 
2013 and 2015 Private Asset Managers (PAM) awards for its Bespoke offering 
to clients with over £1 million to invest.

PROVEN EXPERIENCE



Investment philosophy 

Close Brothers Asset Management believes that accessing a broad range of 
asset classes offers the best investment opportunities. It is an active investment 
manager and, rather than just following the latest trends, its aim is to seek out 
and thoroughly research the best investment opportunities no matter where 
they may be found. It has been managing assets this way for over 40 years and 
knows that the foundation for delivering consistent investment performance 
is a combination of expertise, experience and effective risk controls. Whether you 
want to preserve your wealth, grow it or generate income, Close Brothers Asset 
Management’s consistent and rigorous investment process can help you achieve 
your goals.

STRONG 

TRADITIONS
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YOUR MONEY

Why we use different asset classes

The foundation of our investment approach is preserving your wealth. We aim to 
reduce the risk you are exposed to whilst maintaining the potential for rewards. 
The essence of this approach is diversification. This does not eliminate risk 
or guarantee returns in your portfolio; you could still get back less than you 
invested, but it does look to reduce volatility, smoothing out the peaks and 
troughs, to produce a more even investment performance.

We have all heard the old adage ‘don’t put all your eggs in one basket’ and this, 
at its most basic level, is what diversification is all about. A VAM Discretionary 
Fund will spread your money, not only between different types of investments 
but also between different asset classes. This means there is still the potential 
to benefit even when whole asset classes, such as shares, are not performing 
well.

OUR EXPERTISE 



So how can this happen? Shares in similar companies will tend to behave in 
a similar way as they are usually affected by the same events. Let us look at 
a simple example: in a recession, holiday companies can suffer as people 
decide to stay at home and this means their shares will tend not to perform as 
well. It does not matter whether the company you have invested in is the best 
or the worst in that sector, or even whether you have invested in one holiday 
company or a selection of them, your portfolio is likely to perform poorly as the 
price of all their shares is correlated.

Holding a diversified portfolio across different types of companies and different 
sectors will reduce this correlation. However, to achieve true diversification, we 
need to spread the net much wider. By not only investing in different shares, 
but in other asset classes as well, we can reduce the correlation even further, 
so much so that one asset class may be performing strongly whilst another is 
falling back. This can preserve the potential for capital growth even in difficult 
economic backdrops.



Our multi-asset class approach

The traditional investment approach has been to invest in equities, bonds and 
cash. This has produced good results at times and poor results at others. 
We believe this approach is now too restrictive to be able to succeed in all 
economic and market conditions – especially the higher risk, lower return 
scenario facing us today.

VAM Discretionary Funds’ more contemporary ‘multi-asset’ approach is 
designed to operate in the more complex investment environment we see today. 
It not only invests in the traditional equity and fixed interest asset classes, 
but it adds other asset classes to your portfolio. These additional areas might 
include carefully selected commodity investments, such as precious metals, or 
infrastructure investments and hedge funds.

YOUR MONEY
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But remember, this approach aims to reduce risk and does not eliminate 
it. The value of investments may go up and down and you may get back less 
than you invested.





Why is asset allocation important?

You can spend a lot of time carefully researching managers and selecting 
individual funds to invest in. However, where is the consolation in holding 
the best performing fund in the worst performing sector? The key factor in 
successful investing is not the individual fund selection but getting the right 
mix of assets across your portfolio.

Asset allocation is the process of deciding how much of your portfolio should 
be invested in different types of assets – with the aim of giving you the highest 
return for an acceptable level of risk. By identifying the right combination of 
assets matched to your risk tolerance, VAM Discretionary Funds can reduce 
risk and increase the potential performance of your investment portfolio.

MAXIMISING RETURNS

MANAGING RISK



Managing risk

Although risk is inherent in all investments, identifying and managing risk 
can help minimise the downside. As you would expect, Close Brothers Asset 
Management has a rigorous approach to managing risk, conducting rolling 
reviews on all investment portfolios in two ways. At a high level, the overall 
strategic difference between portfolios is analysed, whilst at a more detailed  
Wlevel, the individual stock selection process is closely examined. Two different 
teams carry out the reviews: one team consisting of its most senior investment 
professionals and another that works independently from the investment 
team. This approach is designed to encourage manager flair, whilst giving 
you the comfort that house views and strategy are captured and implemented 
consistently.

MANAGING 

RISK
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Next steps

We believe the investment management service offered by VAM Discretionary 
Funds is second to none and founded on proven expertise. 

If the idea of such a service appeals to you, please contact your financial adviser 
to learn more.

Important Information

The VAM Discretionary Funds are regulated in Luxembourg under the European 
Union’s UCITS V legislation under the VAM Managed Funds (Lux) umbrella.

As UCITS, the Funds benefit from strong regulatory oversight, transparency, 
tax neutrality and strong investor protection.

OUR PURPOSE

YOUR NEEDS



Full details of the risks of investment and the costs and charges for the 
individual Funds are detailed in the respective Fund’s Prospectus and the Key 
Investor Information Document which can be found on VAM Funds’ website 
www.vam-funds.com

Close Brothers Asset Management is a trading name for Close Asset Management Limited

Regulatory Information

The distribution of this document and the offering of the shares may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. 

It is the responsibility of any person in possession of this document to inform themselves of, and to 

observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdictions. Prospective applicants 

for shares should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and consequences of applying 

for, holding and disposing of shares and any applicable exchange control regulations and taxes 

in the countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile. For full disclaimer, please 

visit our website at www.vam-funds.com

YOUR NEEDS
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VAM Managed Funds (Lux)
26 Avenue de la Liberté
L-1930
Luxembourg


